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The structure, stability, and vibrational properties of isolated V2O5 clusters on the Al2O3(0001) surface have
been studied by density functional theory and statistical thermodynamics. The most stable structure does not
possess vanadyl oxygen atoms. The positions of the oxygen atoms are in registry with those of the alumina
support, and both vanadium atoms occupy octahedral sites. Another structure with one vanadyl oxygen atom
is only 0.12 eV less stable. Infrared spectra are calculated for the two structures. The highest frequency at
922 cm-1 belongs to a V-O stretch in the V-O-Al interface bonds, which supports the assignment of such
a mode to the band observed around 941 cm-1 for vanadia particles on alumina. Removal of a bridging
oxygen atom from the most stable cluster at the V-O-Al interface bond costs 2.79 eV. Removal of a (vanadyl)
oxygen atom from a thin vanadia film onR-Al 2O3 costs 1.3 eV more, but removal from a V2O5(001) single-
crystal surface costs 0.9 eV less. Similar to the V2O5(001) surface, the facile reduction is due to substantial
structure relaxations that involve formation of an additional V-O-V bond and yield a pair of VIV(d1) sites
instead of a VIII (d2)/VV(d0) pair.

I. Introduction

Vanadium oxides supported on another metal oxide (e.g.,
TiO2, ZrO2, and SiO2) are important industrial catalysts used
in selective oxidation processes.1-4 The catalytic activity can
change by several orders of magnitude depending on the support
and is related to the surface reducibility.1,5 However, despite
considerable work, the nature of the vanadia-support interaction
is poorly understood on the atomic scale. This is due to the
complexity of the surface structure of thereal supported
catalysts.6,7 The study of well-definedmodelsystems of increas-
ing complexity, both experimental and theoretical, is of impor-
tance for analyzing the support effect on the stability, reduc-
ibility, and reactivity of the active phase.

Vanadia/alumina model catalysts have been investigated
under ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) conditions.8-11 Vanadium oxide
has been grown on anR-Al2O3(0001) surface,8 and more
recently dispersed vanadia particles (20-30 Å wide and 3-6
Å thick) have been deposited on an ultrathin alumina film.9

Using infrared (IR) spectroscopy, surface-localized vanadyl
groups (VdO) have been identified. The IR spectrum features
also a broad band at 941 cm-1 that has been assigned to V-O-
Al interface species.10,11 The alumina film itself, grown on a
NiAl support, has a structure with 4-fold and 5-fold coordinated
Al atoms which is different from all known Al2O3 poly-
morphs.12,13

Theoretically, ultrathin vanadia films (j1.6 Å) supported on
R-Al2O3 (ref 14) and thicker films (up to∼6 Å) have been
considered.15 The calculations indicate that the presence of
surface vanadyl groups is indeed a dominant feature of the
termination of the various film structures that may form at a
given temperature, depending on oxygen pressure and vanadium
concentration. While these models represent alumina-supported

vanadia layers or large flat particles, the present study examines
models for dispersed aggregates at low vanadia loading.

We investigate V2O5 clusters supported on theR-Al2O3(0001)
surface, combining periodic density functional theory (DFT) and
statistical thermodynamics. Recently, such a model catalyst
supported on clean and hydroxylated TiO2 surfaces has been
investigated.16-20 Different coordinations V2O5 of clusters onto
the Al and O surface sites are considered and the most stable
identified. The energy costs required to reduce the supported
clusters are calculated. Comparison is made with supported
vanadia films onR-Al2O3

14,15 to assess possible size effects on
the reducibility (that include the existence of differently
coordinated sites) and with the clean V2O5(001) surface21 to
evaluate differences due to the presence of the alumina substrate.
Special attention will be paid to surface relaxations which play
an important role in the reduction.

We also compare the stability of the supported vanadia (V2O5

and V2O4) clusters with the stability of differently terminated
vanadia films on theR-Al2O3(0001) surface.15 We do this for
different temperatures and different preparation conditions
(oxygen pressure and vanadium supply) by means of a phase
diagram. We also characterize the supported clusters by their
vibrational frequencies.

II. Methods

Density functional theory with the gradient-corrected Per-
dew-Wang exchange-correlation functional (PW91)22,23 as
implemented in the Vienna ab initio package (VASP)24,25 was
used. The core electrons were described by the projector
augmented-wave (PAW) method.26,27The core radii for Al, V,
and O atoms were 1.90, 2.30, and 1.52 au, respectively. A plane-
wave basis set was used with a kinetic energy cutoff of 400
eV. The Brillouin zone was sampled using Monkhorst-Pack
grids.28 The particulark-point set is given in the description of
each system. All atoms were allowed to relax in all systems
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until the total energy change was smaller than 10-5 eV. This
criterion leads to forces smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. The vibrational
modes were obtained by finite differences of the forces, with
the atomic displacement 0.02 Å at a 400 eV cutoff. No
imaginary frequencies were found.

The rhombohedral cell of bulkR-Al2O3 was optimized using
the stress tensor algorithm implemented in VASP with an 800
eV cutoff and a (4× 4 × 4) k-point mesh. The optimized
parameters (a ) 5.176 Å andâ ) 55.31°) differ from the
experimental values29 by less than 1%. The corresponding lattice
parameters of the hexagonal cell area ) 4.804 Å andc )
13.108 Å.

III. Models

A. Al 2O3(0001) Support.The atoms in the hexagonal unit
cell of R-alumina (corundum) are stacked along the [0001]
direction in 12 planes of Al atoms and six planes of O atoms in
a sequence Al-O3-Al-Al-O3-Al-...-Al, with oxygen atoms
in an almost hexagonal close-packed stacking and Al in the
resulting interstitial sites. Al atoms occupy two-thirds of the
available octahedral sites and are hexagonally arranged (in one
of the three types of hexagonal networks, which differ in the
position of the vacant octahedral sites). In the following, the
term trilayer is used for the repeating Al-O3-Al unit. The
hexagonal unit cell includes six such trilayers. The clean Al2O3-
(0001) surface terminated by a single Al layer has no dipole
moment in the (0001) direction and is the most stable one.30-32

To model it, we use a six-trilayer (0001) oriented slab (supercell
approach) in the hexagonal cell with a vacuum region of∼6 Å
(c ) 18 Å). The mesh is (4× 4 × 1). Table 1 lists distances
between the atomic planes in the relaxed system, relative to
the bulk truncated geometry. The atomic planes are denoted by
superscripts, e.g., Al1, O2, Al3, etc. The top Al1 plane relaxes
inward by 87%, while the second O2 plane relaxes slightly
outward, so that it is almost in one plane with the surface Al
atoms. The results are very similar to those obtained by other
periodic DFT calculations, and they have been discussed
elsewhere.14 This slab is used to model theR-Al2O3 support
for the V2O5 clusters.

B. V2O5 and V2O4 Clusters and O2 Molecule. DFT
calculations on V2O5 clusters in the gas phase predict two stable
structures: a linear and a cyclic one (see Figure 1a,b).33-36 The
linear cluster (C2 point group) has four single coordinated
oxygen atoms (vanadyl oxygens, O(1)) and one doubly coordi-
nated oxygen atom (bridging oxygen, O(2)). The cyclic cluster
(Cs point group) has three vanadyl oxygen atoms and two

bridging oxygen atoms. The bridging oxygen atoms and the
vanadium atoms form a V-O(2)-V-O(2) ring.

The clusters were placed in a cubic cell witha ) 10 Å, and
the Γ point was used. The cyclic cluster is by 0.96 eV more
stable than the linear one. This is in agreement with an all-
electron calculation (B3LYP functional, TZVP basis set),33

which gives a total energy difference of 0.81 eV. Our calcula-
tions give bond lengths systematically longer by 0.01-0.04 Å
(cf. Figure 1).

We also considered V2O4 clusters in the gas phase, which
are the reference for evaluating the adsorption energy of reduced
V2O5 clusters. According to multireference wave function-based
calculations,37 the most stable configuration has a four-
membered V-O(2)-V-O(2) ring and two vanadyl oxygen atoms
in the trans configuration. There is one d electron at each of
the two V atoms. Their spins form an open-shell singlet state
which is about 93 meV below the corresponding triplet state.
All-electron B3LYP calculations give qualitatively the same
result, with the open-shell singlet 112 meV below the triplet.37

The energy of the low-spin states was obtained from the energies
of the broken symmetry solution and the triplet state at the same
geometry. The present calculations predict the open-shell singlet
state 177 meV below the triplet state. Figure 1 shows the
calculated distances of the vanadyl (VdO) and the V-O(2)

bonds (1.61 and 1.82 Å, respectively) and compares them with
previous B3LYP results.33

The cis isomer is less stable than the trans isomer (Table 2).
Note that with the PW91 functional a broken symmetry solution
is not found for this isomer, and the energy of the open-shell
singlet state cannot be obtained.

Two other less stable V2O4 isomers are a cyclic VIIIO2VV-
(O)O cluster with two vanadyl bonds on one V atom and none
on the other and a linear OVIIIOVV(O)O cluster (see Figure 1,
e and f, respectively). They are 0.92 and 1.77 eV, respectively,
less stable than the open-shell singlet V2O4 trans structure. The
electronic ground state of these clusters is a triplet with a VIII -
(d2)/VV(d0) electron configuration. Two VO2 species are 4.70
eV less stable than the trans V2O4 cluster.

The total energy of the isolated O2 molecule, which is
involved in the calculation of the oxygen vacancy formation

TABLE 1: Changes in the Interlayer Spacings of the Clean
r-Al 2O3(0001) Surface and the Surface with the
Chemisorbed L1 Cluster Relative to the Bulk Truncated
Geometry of r-Al 2O3(0001)a

Al2O3(0001) L1b

[Å] [%] [Å] [%]

Al1-O2 -0.73 -86 -0.25 -29
O2-Al3 +0.03 +4 +0.07 +9
Al3-Al4 -0.27 -45 -0.19 -39
Al4-O5 +0.17 +20 +0.12 +14
O5-Al6 +0.04 +5 +0.00 +0
Al6-Al7 -0.03 -7 +0.03 +6
Al7-O8 +0.01 +1 -0.02 -2
O8-Al9 -0.02 -2 -0.01 -2
Al9-Al10 +0.04 +8 +0.03 +5
Al10-O11 -0.02 -2 -0.01 -2

a The changes in the bottom half of the slab with the supported cluster
differ by at most by 1% from the clean slab.b Averaged values.

Figure 1. Gas-phase vanadia clusters. (a) V2O5 cyclic cluster, (b) V2O5

linear cluster, (c) V2O4 cyclic cluster trans configuration, (d) V2O4 cyclic
cluster cis configuration, (e) V2O4 cyclic cluster with two vanadyl bonds
on one V atom (VO2V(O)O), (f) V2O4 linear cluster (OVOV(O)O),
and (g) VO2 cluster. Bond lengths (in Å) as calculated in this work.
Bond lengths in parentheses are from all-electron calculations, refs 34
and 37 for the V2O5 and V2O4 clusters, respectively.
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energy, has been calculated in a tetragonal cell of side lengths
a ) 10 Å, b ) 11 Å, andc ) 12 Å with Γ-point sampling of
the Brillouin zone (other parameters as described above). The
binding energy in O2 is 3.13 eV per O atom and the bond
distance 1.235 Å. The experimental results are 2.59 eV/atom
(obtained after adding the contributions due to zero-point
vibrations to the T ) 0 K value) and 1.207 Å.38 The
overestimation of the binding energy and the bond distance are
in line with earlier density functional calculations that used
gradient corrected functionals.36,39,40 Sauer and Do¨bler have
shown that this overestimation does not change relative values
of oxygen vacancy formation energies.36

C. Adsorbed V2O5 Clusters. A (2 × 2) R-Al2O3(0001)
surface unit cell (9.608 Å× 9.608 Å) with a vacuum region of
11 Å (c ) 23 Å) was used. The V2O5 clusters were placed above
the surface on one side of the slab so that the closest distance
between the cluster and the surface was longer than 2.0 Å. There
are two V atoms per four surface Al atoms in the (2× 2) cell.
A (2 × 2 × 1) k-point mesh was used. Initial guesses for
different adsorption geometries were obtained by considering
the relative positions of the clusters’ O atoms and the atoms in
the first four atomic planes of the clean surface. These planes
are Al1, O2, Al3, and Al4 (see below). Additionally, selected
configurations were used as initial structures in a short finite
temperature molecular dynamics (MD) simulation41 followed
by a relaxation performed within the quasi-Newton scheme.

For the purpose of preselecting the more stable adsorbed V2O5

clusters, ultrasoft pseudopotentials42 with a cutoff of 250 eV
were used. Core radii of these pseudopotentials were 2.65, 2.40,
and 1.90 au for Al, V, and O atoms, respectively. With these
computational parameters the geometries of the gas-phase V2O5

clusters and of the V2O5/Al2O3 systems are comparable with
those obtained at higher accuracy. In particular, for the gas-
phase clusters bond lengths differ by less than 0.02 Å. Moreover,
the total energy differences of different optimized V2O5/Al2O3

systems are qualitatively the same as those obtained using PAW
potentials and a 400 eV cutoff (see section 4).

Linear V 2O5 Clusters. They can be positioned above the
surface so that either three, two, or none of the vanadyl bonds
point toward the surface (see Figure 2). If three vanadyl bonds
point initially toward the surface, two oxygen atoms lie directly
above Al atoms from the same plane, while the third oxygen
atom is above an Al atom from a different plane. These
configurations will be denoted hereLAl jAl kAl k, wherej andk
can be 1, 3, or 4 andj * k. The fourth vanadyl bond points
away from the alumina surface. Six such structures can be
constructed.

If none of the vanadyl bonds point toward the surface, the
bridging oxygen atom and two vanadyl oxygen atoms are about
the same distance from the surface and will be included in the

notation, namelyLAl jAl kAl l, wherej * k * l andj, k, l can be
either 1, 3, or 4. The middle number indicates the position of
the bridging oxygen and the first and third one the positions of
the vanadyl oxygen atoms above the surface Al atoms (see
Figure 2). Three such structures can be generated.

The case with two vanadyl bonds pointing down is denoted
LAl jAl j, with j ) 1, 3, or 4. This notation indicates above which
Al atoms from the surface (i.e., Al1, Al3, or Al4) are the two O
atoms from the cluster located. TheLAl1Al1 and theLAl1Al4-
Al4 structures were also considered as a starting point for the
simulated annealing runs. In total, 12 starting structures with
the linear clusters have been considered.

Cyclic V2O5 Cluster. The cluster was put above the alumina
surface so that two or one vanadyl bond was pointing down. In
the former case the four-membered ring was approximately
parallel to the alumina surface. The two vanadyl oxygens closest
to the surface were positioned either both above Al surface
atoms (the notation isCAl jAl k, now j can be equal tok; see
Figure 3 for an example) or one above an Al atom and the other
above a 6-fold hollow site (CAl jh6) or both above hollow sites
(Ch6h6).

In the case of one vanadyl bond pointing down, the four-
membered ring was slightly tilted, so that the V atom which
has only one vanadyl bond (V′) was closer to the surface. The
O atom closest to the surface was positioned above an Al atom
and the V′ atom either above a surface oxygen atom (CAl jO2,
see Figure 3) or above a 6-fold hollow site (CAl jh6). In total,
16 initial configurations with the cyclic cluster were constructed.

IV. Results and Discussion

Tables 3 and 4 list relative energies of all considered linear
and of the most stable cyclic V2O5/Al2O3 systems, respectively.
The calculated relative V2O5 adsorption energies using ultrasoft
pseudopotentials and a 250 eV cutoff and those using PAW
potentials and 400 eV follow the same trend. The only exception
is theLAl4Al3Al1 system for which the higher accuracy led to
the formation of an additional bond. Thus, only linear structures
that, at the lower accuracy, are not more than∼1 eV above the
most stable configuration and selected adsorbed cyclic clusters
were further optimized at higher accuracy. Figure 4 shows the
optimized structures of the most stable configurations.

A. Adsorbed Linear V2O5 Cluster. The most stable system
is the adsorbedLAl1Al4Al4 cluster. It will be denoted L1. The
optimization of four other initial structures (LAl4Al1Al1, LAl3-
Al4Al1, LAl4Al3Al1, andLAl4Al4) leads to virtually the same
final geometry that is less stable by∼0.1 eV and will be denoted
L2.

The general observation is that a V2O5 unit would bind as
much as possible to the surface, so that the undercoordinated
surface Al and O atoms can increase their coordination (see
Table 5). The most stable L1 system has four V-O(2)-Al1

bonds and one V-O(3)-V,Al 1 bond. O(2) denotes a 2-fold
coordinated oxygen atom in both V-O(2)-V and V-O(2)-Al
bridges, and O(3) indicates a 3-fold coordinated oxygen atom.
However, it does not have any vanadyl group. All Al1 atoms
are thus “occupied”. One V atom (V1) occupies the octahedral
site above an Al4 atom that Al atoms would occupy in bulk
Al2O3; however, it is 5-fold coordinated (see Table 5). The V2
atom above an Al3 atom is also 5-fold coordinated but occupies
a vacant octahedral site instead. The oxygen atoms are ap-
proximately in a plane parallel to the surface at positions that
are in registry with those of the support; i.e., they follow the
hexagonal stacking of the oxygen layers. However, the oxygen

TABLE 2: Total Energy Differences (in eV) of Different
V2O4 Gas Phase Clusters

cluster spin state
PW91/
PAWa

B3LYP/
AEb

V2O4 cyclic trans singlet open shell 0c 0
V2O4 cyclic trans triplet Bu 0.177 0.112
V2O4 cyclic cis singlet open shell 0.169
V2O4 cyclic cis triplet B2 0.257 0.257
V2O4 linear (OVOV(O)O) triplet 1.765
V2O4 cyclic (VO2V(O)O) triplet 0.920
2 VO2 2× doublet 4.704

a This work. PW91 functional, PAW, plane waves.b Reference 37.
B3LYP functional, all electron calculations, TZVP basis set.c The
projection was done assuming〈Ŝ2〉 ) 1.
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“plane” is in this case much closer to the V atoms than an
oxygen plane would be to the Al atoms in bulkR-Al2O3.
Adsorption of the V2O5 cluster induces lattice relaxations that
cause buckling of the atomic planes of the support (see Figure
4) and result in an overall expansion of the outermost interlayer
spacings. In Table 1 averaged interlayer spacings are listed. The
larger changes are found for the first interlayer distance with
an expansion of∼60% with respect to the clean surface.

For the second most stable L2 clusters, one of their V atoms
(V1, see Figure 4) is above an Al4 atom, as in the most stable
system, but it is 6-fold coordinated, and the other is above an
O2 atom and is tetrahedrally coordinated. There are three
V-O(2)-Al1 bonds, one V-O(2)-V bond, and one VdO(1)

bond. The oxygen atoms that are bound to the support are at
positions similar to those for the L1 cluster. The total energy
difference between the L1 and L2 clusters is 0.12 eV. The
correction for zero-point vibration changes this difference to
0.13 eV and can therefore be neglected.

The optimizedLAl3Al3 structure (denoted L3) is 0.62 eV less
stable than the L2 clusters. It possesses one vanadyl bond. Its
V2 atom is above an O2 atom and is 4-fold coordinated, while
the V1 atom occupies a vacant tetrahedral site (above an Al3

atom, not Al4) and is 5-fold coordinated (see Figure 4). The
calculated bond lengths differ by no more than 0.02 Å for most

bonds compared to L2, except for the bonds between the V1
atom and the O atoms of the substrate. The difference for the
latter is at least twice as large. It is likely that the fault in the
stacking and the reduced coordination of the V1 atom causes
the energy difference.

The structures obtained from the initial configurationsLAl1-
Al1 andLAl1Al4Al4 after the relatively short (3 ps) simulated

Figure 2. Initial configurations for linear V2O5 clusters aboveR-Al 2O3(0001). Oxygen and vanadium atoms of the cluster are black and green,
respectively. Oxygen atoms of the alumina slab are red. Al1, Al3, and Al4 atoms are white, medium gray, and gray, respectively. The atoms from
the plane O5 and beneath are drawn as lines. The left column corresponds to clusters with three vanadyl bonds pointing down. Configurations with
two or no vanadyl atoms approaching the surface are shown in the middle and right column, respectively (see text).

Figure 3. Examples of initial configurations for cyclic clusters above
R-Al 2O3(0001).CAl jAl k, j ) k ) 1 (top) andCO2Al j, j ) 3 (bottom).
The color code is the same as in Figure 2.

TABLE 3: Relative Energies ∆E (in eV) of the Adsorbed
Linear Clusters with Respect to the Most Stable System

starting structure final structure ∆E/250a ∆E/400b

three vanadyl bonds initially pointing down
LAl1Al 3Al 3 3.4
LAl1Al 4Al 4 L1 0c 0c

LAl1Al 4Al 4d 2.8
LAl3Al 1Al 1 2.1
LAl3Al 4Al 4 2.8
LAl4Al 1Al 1 L2 0.1 0.12e

LAl4Al 3Al 3 3.5

2O(1) and 1O(2) atoms initially at the same distance from the surface
LAl3Al 4Al 1 L2 0.2 0.12e

LAl4Al 1Al 3 2.1
LAl4Al 3Al 1 L2 1.1 0.12e

two vanadyl bonds initially pointing down
LAl1Al 1 3.6
LAl1Al 1 d L4 0.7 0.78
LAl3Al 3 L3 0.8 0.74
LAl4Al 4 L2 0.2 0.12e

a Ultrasoft pseudopotentials. Cutoff 250 eV.b PAW. Cutoff 400 eV.
c Reference point.d MD optimization.e Optimized structuresLAl4Al1Al1,
LAl3Al 4Al 4, LAl4Al 3Al 1, andLAl4Al 4 are virtually identical.

TABLE 4: Relative Energies ∆E (in eV) of the Adsorbed
Cyclic Clusters with Respect to the Most Stable System,
Which Is the Optimized Adsorbed Linear Cluster L1

starting structure final structure ∆E/250a ∆E/400b

two vanadyl bonds initially pointing down
CAl1Al 1 1.7 1.62
CAl1Al 3 5.8
CAl1h6 1.8 1.75
Ch6h6 1.9 1.86

one vanadyl bond initially pointing down
CAl1O2 2.7 2.50
CAl3O2 C2 1.1 1.04
CAl3h6 C1 1.1 1.04
CAl4h6 1.9 1.61

a Ultrasoft pseudopotentials. Cutoff 250 eV.b PAW. Cutoff 400 eV.
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annealing runs and a subsequent structure optimization (T ) 0
K) did not have energies lower than L1. They are about 0.7
and 2.8 eV, respectively, less stable (calculated at the lower
accuracy). The former was further optimized at the higher
accuracy, and the final L4 structure (Figure 4) is 0.66 eV above
the L2 cluster. In the L4 structure, as in L2, V1 is octahedrally
coordinated above Al4 and the V2 atom is coordinated to an O2

site. There is one V-O(2)-V bridge and four (instead of three)
V-O(2)-Al1 bonds. Hence, there is no free vanadyl group left
in the final structure. Because of the additional V-O(2)-Al1

bond, the final L4 structure is distorted compared to L2 (see
Figure 4). In particular, the O5-V2-O4 angle is by 10°
narrower and rotated with the O4 atom (the vanadyl oxygen in
L2) toward the surface Al atom, enabling the bond formation.

The V2-O4 bond is 0.1 Å longer than the vanadyl bond in L2.
The positions of most of the oxygen atoms of this cluster are
laterally displaced from those following the hexagonal stacking
of the oxygen layers. Moreover, the “plane” formed by the
oxygen atoms is buckled. Ultimately, keeping the vanadyl bond
means less distortion and stabilizes the structure.

Summarizing, V atoms prefer to occupy octahedral sites (that
may correspond either to an occupied or a vacant site of the
bulk stacking) in which their coordination to O atoms can be
largest (cf. Table 5), while O atoms remain almost in one plane
occupying sites that maximize the O-O lateral ion spacing.
Moreover, most of the oxygen atoms at the interface between
vanadia and the alumina support are 2-fold coordinated (V-
O(2)-Al1). This is different from the models for Al2O3 supported

Figure 4. Optimized structures of the adsorbed linear V2O5 cluster. The color code is the same as in Figure 2. Bond lengths are in Å.

TABLE 5: Coordination of Atoms in the Al 2O3 and V2O5/Al2O3 Species

Al2O3(0001) L1 L2 L3 L4 C1 C2

Al1 all 3 1× 5, 3× 4 3× 4, 1× 3 3× 4, 1× 3 all 4 3× 4, 1× 3 3× 4, 1× 3
O2 all 3 4× 4, 8× 3 4× 4, 8× 3 3× 4, 9× 3 4× 4, 8× 3 3× 4, 9× 3 3× 4, 9× 3

5(oct)a 6(oct) 5(vac) 6(oct) 6(oct) 6(oct)
V2 5(vac)b 4(on-top O2)c 4(on-top O2) 4(on-top O2) 4(vac) 4(vac)
VdO(1) 0 1 1 0 2 1
V-O(2)-Al 4 3 3 4 1 2
V-O(2)-V 0 1 1 1 0 1
V-O(3)-V,Al 1 0 0 0 2 1
∆Ed 0.00 0.12 0.74 0.78 1.04 1.04

a An octahedral site that would be occupied in bulkR-Al 2O3. b An octahedral site that would be vacant in bulkR-Al 2O3. c Above an O2 surface
atom.d Total energy difference (in eV) with respect to L1.
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vanadia films,14,15 which contain 3-fold coordinated oxygen
atoms at the interface only.

B. Adsorbed Cyclic V2O5 Cluster. Cyclic V2O5 clusters are
about 1 eV less stable than the most stable system (L1, see
Table 4). This is not surprising because the cyclic cluster itself
is stabilized by the V-O(2)-V-O(2) ring, and therefore it does
not bind so strongly to the substrate. The two systems with a
relative energy of 1.04 eV have only slightly different structures
(CAl3h6 andCAl3O2, see Figure 5). They will be denoted C1
and C2, respectively. Both systems have one 6-fold coordinated
V atom (V1) in the octahedral site above Al4 and one 4-fold
coordinated (V2) in the vacant site above Al3. Note that due to
the presence of the ring, not all of the oxygen atoms are in
registry with those of the Al2O3 support. In C1 both O atoms
in the ring are bound to surface Al1 atoms, so that they are
3-fold coordinated. One of the originally vanadyl O atoms is
bound to an Al1 atom, forming a V-O(2)-Al1 bridge. The
system has two single coordinated oxygen atoms. The C2
system, on the other hand, has only one vanadyl oxygen, two
V-O(2)-Al1 bridges, and one 3-fold coordinated O atom,
whereas the other O atom in the ring does not bind to substrate
atoms. In summary, the placement of V atoms is the same as
in the most stable adsorbed linear cluster. The tendency to bind
to the substrate as much as possible by forming bridges is also
similar for both the linear and cyclic clusters. However, the
rigidity imposed by the ring results in considerably less stable
systems which will therefore not be discussed any further.

C. Stability and Comparison with TiO 2-Supported V2O5

Clusters. The V2O5 cluster adsorption energy can be defined
as

where positive values indicate an exothermic process.E(V2O5/
Al2O3)solid, E(Al2O3)solid, andE(V2O5)gas are the total energies
of the slab with the supported cluster, the clean support slab,
and the most stable (cyclic) V2O5 cluster in the gas phase,
respectively.

The adsorption energies of the L1 and L2 clusters on a (2×
2) R-Al2O3(0001) surface unit cell are 6.80 and 6.67 eV. The
coverage is two V atoms per four surface Al atoms (i.e., 0.5
monolayers (ML)), and the surface unit cell has an area of 80
Å2. A similar value (6.43 eV) has been obtained for the
adsorption of V2O5 clusters on the unreconstructed (anatase)
titania (001) surface in a (3× 2) surface unit cell.16,17Although
there are two V atoms per six surface Ti atoms in this system
(i.e., 1/3 ML), the (3× 2) surface area (86 Å2) is comparable
to that of our (2× 2) cell. Indeed, using a (2× 2) TiO2(001)
surface unit cell (area 57 Å2), the V2O5 adsorption energy
decreases by 1.24 eV due to a larger overlap between the V2O5

units. Consequently, adsorption of V2O5 units on the (3× 2)
TiO2(001) and (2× 2) (0001) surfaces, even though the former
has six Ti surface atoms and the latter four Al atoms, yields a
similar dispersion of the clusters. The adsorption energies of
the L1 and L2 clusters dispersed on (2× 2) R-Al2O3(0001) are
only by 0.27 and 0.15 eV larger than that of the most stable
cluster on a (3× 2) TiO2(001) surface. On the clean (3× 2)
TiO2(001) surface all six Ti atoms are 5-fold coordinated and
all six O atoms 2-fold coordinated (in the bulk 6- and 3-fold,
respectively). Upon V2O5 cluster adsorption only one Ti atom
and one surface O atom “gain” one bond each. On the clean (2
× 2) Al2O3(0001) surface each of the four surface Al atoms is
missing three bonds compared to the bulk, i.e., is 3-fold
coordinated, and each of the 12 O atoms has one bond less.
Upon cluster adsorption five new Al-O bonds are created as
well as four new V-O bonds (cf. Table 5).

D. Adsorbed V2O4 Clusters.Concerning the function of the
supported vanadia catalysts in oxidation reactions, isotopic
labeling studies indicated the participation of lattice oxygen
atoms as reactive intermediates.43,44 Moreover, mechanistic
studies have shown that reduced V centers (VIII or VIV) are
present during steady-state catalysis45,44 and that the extent of
reduction of vanadium oxides during catalytic oxidation cor-
relates with turnover frequencies (see e.g. refs 46 and 47). Thus,
the ease of oxygen removal from the supported catalyst is a
property of interest. Also, an understanding of the effect of the
support on the reducibility of vanadia particles appears desirable
in view of the observed variations in catalytic activity with the
type of support.1,5

In the following we consider the initial reduction of the two
most stable supported clusters, namely L1 and L2 by removing
each of the five oxygen atoms. The stability difference between
L1 and L2 is only∼0.1 eV, suggesting that both structures may
form during vanadium evaporation on the alumina substrate at
finite temperatures. Table 6 summarizes the calculated oxygen
defect formation energies

where positive values indicate an endothermic process.E(V2O4/
Al2O3)solid andE(O2)gas are the total energies of the slab with
the supported reduced cluster and the free oxygen molecule,
respectively. To assess the effect of structure relaxations on
defect formation energies, Table 6 also showsEb values for
unrelaxed geometries upon oxygen removal.

We first discuss the reduction of the most stable L1 cluster.
The structures resulting from removal of the 2-fold coordinated
O1 and O2 atoms (bound to the V1 site) are virtually the same
(cf. Figure 6). They undergo a significant rearrangement upon
reduction that is accompanied by a∼2.6 and 1.6 eV decrease
in the vacancy formation energy, respectively. In particular,

Figure 5. Optimized structures of the adsorbed cyclic V2O5 clusters
C1 (left) and C2 (right). The color code is the same as in Figure 2.
Bond lengths are in Å.

Ead ) E(Al 2O3)solid + E(V2O5)gas- E(V2O5/Al2O3)solid (1)

Eb ) E(V2O4/Al2O3)solid - E(V2O5/Al2O3)solid + 1
2
E(O2)gas

(2)
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when the O1 atom is removed, the O2 atom moves into the
vacant O1 site, and in turn the 2-fold coordinated O3 atom
moves toward the V1 atom and becomes 3-fold coordinated.
As a result, a second V-O(3)-V bridge is formed which creates
a four-membered V-O2

(3)-V ring. The coordination of the V1
increases from 5 to 6, while that of V2 remains 5. The reduced
cluster possesses two V-O(2)-Al and two V-O(3)-V,Al 1

bonds; i.e., upon reduction two V-O(2)-Al bonds are given
up, and a new V-O(3)-V,Al bond has formed (cf. section 4.1).
The resulting V2O4 cluster binds as much as possible to the
R-Al2O3 surface, and the total number of V-O and O-Al bonds
between the cluster and the surface is the same as in the L1
cluster. Hence, it is no surprise that the binding energy with
respect to the most stable (cyclic trans) V2O4 gas-phase cluster,
6.77 eV, is very similar to the binding energy of the L1 cluster
itself, 6.80 eV.

Upon removal of the 2-fold coordinated O3 and O4 atoms
bound to the V2 site, the relaxations are smaller (∼1 eV, Table
6), and the resulting structures are similar to the unrelaxed ones.
The removal of the O4 atom is by∼1.2 eV more difficult. Figure
6 shows the final linear L1-O3 structure. The defect formation
energy is 3.31 eV, and the adsorption energy with respect to
the (also linear) OVOV(O)O gas phase cluster is 8.02 eV. This
linear cluster binds more strongly to the surface than the cyclic
one because it is coordinatively more unsaturated. As a result,
the stability difference between the linear (L1-O3) and cyclic
(L1-O1) structure is smaller on the surface (∆Ead ) 0.52 eV,
cf. Table 6) than in the gas phase (1.77 eV, cf. Table 2). A
linear surface cluster is also obtained upon removal of the
vanadyl oxygen atom from the L2 cluster (L2-O4, cf. Figure
6). This reduction has a similar energy cost as L1-O3 (3.77
eV) and is accompanied by small relaxations only (∼0.3 eV).

Removing the O5 atom from the V-O(2)-V bridge of the
L2 cluster yields two monomeric VO2 species (L2-O5) with
the vanadium atoms above Al4 atoms (Figure 6). Because of a
large relaxation effect (1.77 eV), it requires 3.70 eV. The

coordination of both V1 and V2 decreases by one. The V2 atom,
initially above an oxygen atom of the support, moves above an
octahedral site following the Al2O3 stacking, and the monomeric
units become further separated from each other. The two VO2

monomers in the L2-O5 cluster are 0.07 eV more stable than
the linear L2-O4 cluster, while in the gas phase they are 2.94
eV less stable (cf. Table 2). The stabilizing effect of the surface
is largest for the species with the lowest coordination in the
gas phase, as already mentioned.

Two VO2 monomers are also obtained when the bridging
3-fold coordinated O5 atom is removed from L1, but relaxation
is smaller (0.58 eV) and the reduction more difficult (defect
formation energy 4.75 eV) with one O atom of each VO2

coordinated to the same surface Al atom (see figure in
Supporting Information).

Removal of the 2-fold coordinated oxygen atoms O1, O2,
and O3 from the V-O(2)-Al interface bonds of the L2 cluster
costs∼4.4-4.8 eV with relaxation contributions within the 0.7-
1.0 eV range. The resulting structures are shown in the
Supporting Information.

Summarizing, among the oxygen atoms in the V2O5 surface
clusters L1 and L2 the least bound are the bridging O1/O2 and
O3 atoms of the V-O(2)-Al1 interface of the L1 cluster. Their
removal requires 2.79/2.80 and 3.31 eV, respectively, while 3.77
and 3.70 eV are required to remove the O atom from the O(1)d
V group and the V-O(2)-V bridge of the L2 cluster, respec-
tively. The latter is comparable to that of removing O(2) atoms
from the (001) surface, which is 3.6-3.7 eV.21

We now turn to the electronic structure of the reduced
clusters. Upon oxygen removal two electrons are left in the
system. They occupy d states localized either on one or on both
V atoms. Thus, reduction yields either a VIII (d2)/VV(d0) situation
or a VIV(d1)/VIV(d1) pair. The ground state of all reduced systems
is a triplet. Figure 7 shows the spin density projected on the
vanadium d states (DOS), n(dup)-n(ddown), for selected
reduced clusters, namely L1-O1, L1-O3, L2-O4, and L2-
O5. The peaks right below the Fermi level result from the partial
occupation of vanadium 3d states. The integral of these spin-
projected DOS reflects that removal of the 2-fold coordinated
O1 atom from the L1 cluster yields a pair of VIV centers with
populations of ∼0.93-0.97 d electrons for both V sites.
Similarly, a pair of VIV centers is obtained when the V-O(2)-V
bridging oxygen atom is removed from L2 (L2-O5), but the
two VIV centers are not equivalent. In contrast, for L1-O3 and
L2-O4 the d-projected spin densities show a VIII center with
the two electrons localized at the V2-site.

The results of the DOS analysis show that, for those systems
for which reduction induces large relaxations, a pair of VIV

centers is formed (cf. L1-O1, L1-O2, L2-O5). For the L1-
O1 and L1-O2 clusters these relaxations lead to formation of
a new V-O-V bond. This is similar to the reduction of the
single crystal V2O5(001) surface.21

For the gas-phase clusters we have an analogous situation.
The reduction of the cyclic V2O5 cluster leading to the cyclic
trans cluster costs 2.77 eV, whereas forming the less stable linear
OVOV(O)O cluster costs 4.53 eV (cf. Table 6). The latter has
a VIII (d2)VV(d0) electronic structure with a triplet ground state,
while the cyclic trans cluster has an additional V-O-V bond
with a VIV(d1)VIV(d1) pair with the d1 electrons antiferromag-
netically coupled (singlet open-shell state).

E. Vibrational Analysis. Vibrational spectroscopy is a useful
tool for structural characterization,11,48-52 but the interpretation
of the measured spectra is not always straightforward.11,53 We
report the vibrational frequencies of the two most stable V2O5/

TABLE 6: Oxygen Vacancy Formation Energy Eb(1/2O2) (in
eV per 1/2O2 Molecule) for the Relaxed and Unrelaxed
Defect Structures Investigated and Reduced Clusters’
Adsorption Energy Ead (eV)

system
O vacancy

type
Eb

unrelax

(1/2O2)
Eb

(1/2O2) Ead
a

L1-O5 V-O(3)-V,Al 5.33 4.75 4.81
L1-O1 V-O(2)-Al 5.38 2.79 6.77
L1-O2 V-O(2)-Al 4.36 2.80 6.77
L1-O3 V-O(2)-Al 4.31 3.31 6.25
L1-O4 V-O(2)-Al 5.34 4.51 5.06
L2-O3 V-O(2)-Al 5.66 4.77 4.67
L2-O1 V-O(2)-Al 5.49 4.53 4.92
L2-O2 V-O(2)-Al 5.08 4.41 5.04
L2-O5 V-O(2)-V 5.47 3.70 5.74
L2-O4 VdO(1) 4.06 3.77 5.68
1/2V2O5‚11/2Al 2O3

b VdO(1) 4.14 4.11
V2O5(001)c V-O(2)-V 5.09, 5.09 3.62, 3.68
V2O5(001)d V-O(3)-2V 4.40, 4.45 3.94, 4.00
V2O5(001)e VdO(1) 3.76 1.93
OVO2VO (cyclic)f VdO(1) 2.77
OVOV(O)O (linear)f V-O(2)-V 4.53

a Adsorption energy with respect to the cleanR-Al 2O3 surface and
the gas-phase V2O4 cluster.b Reference 15.Eb(1/2O2) for 1/4 ML of the
terminating vanadyl oxygen atoms removed from a thin V2O3 film
supported on Al2O3. The same computational details as in this work.
c Reference 21.Eb(1/2O2) for 1/4 ML of (the two inequivalent) O(2) defects
at the V2O5(001). d Reference 21.Eb(1/2O2) for 1/4 ML of (the two
inequivalent) O(3) defects at the V2O5(001). e Reference 21.Eb(1/2O2)
for 1/6 ML vanadyl oxygen defects at the V2O5(001) surface. DFT/
PW91. f With respect to the gas-phase cyclic V2O5 cluster.
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Al2O3 systems and compare with other VOx/Al 2O3 model
systems. The (2× 2) surface unit cell of the supported V2O5

clusters contains 127 atoms, which means that the vibrational
spectra will have 378 optical and 3 acoustic modes.

For both clusters all resulting frequencies are real which
shows that the structures are minima. The three lowest frequen-
cies, which should be zero, are less than 10 cm-1, which is
well within the range of numerical error. Tests have been made
to see how much the frequencies are shifted if the atoms in the
bottom of the slab (up to four Al-O3-Al trilayers) are fixed.
Fixing half of the slab (three Al-O3-Al trilayers) causes a shift
of at most 1 cm-1 in the resulting frequencies (see Table 8).
Fixing one additional trilayer caused a shift of up to 4 cm-1 in
the region of interest. Therefore, the results described below
correspond to calculations with the bottom three trilayers of
the alumina slab fixed. For the calculation with no fixed atoms,
vibrations located at the bottom of the slab correspond to
vibrations of the cleanR-Al2O3(0001) surface. Those parallel
to a surface would not be visible in an IR spectrum.

The spectrum of the most stable adsorbed cluster (L1) has
lines in the 76-922 cm-1 range without large gaps. The highest
frequency modes (922-803 cm-1) involve a few atoms, namely
the V2O5 unit and the support atoms localized at the surface
(i.e., within the outermost Al-O3-Al-Al atomic layers), while
in all others mostly all atoms of the slab participate. Table 7
shows the calculated highest frequencies.

The vibration at 922 cm-1 is an in-phase stretching of the
two short V-O(2)(-Al) bonds (1.67 and 1.68 Å). It involves
deformations of the corresponding V-O(2)-Al angles, but only
Al1 atoms of the first layer are involved. This is the only

observable line in the whole spectrum that is characteristic of
the adsorbed clusters. The lower lying peaks caused by V-O
stretching (cf. Table 8) are “hidden” in the more intense peak
at 845 cm-1, caused by stretchings of the surface Al-O bonds
in the outermost Al-O3-Al-Al atomic layers.

With decreasing energy of the vibrations more Al and O
layers contribute to the vibrations, and below 760 cm-1 the
whole slab vibrates. Down to about 560 cm-1 the stretching
modes dominate the vibrations. At lower wavenumbers there
is an increasing participation of deformations, and below∼350
cm-1 the vibrations are pure deformations.

Table 8 lists the highest vibrational frequencies of the L2
system. In this calculation the bottom three Al-O3-Al trilayers
were fixed. Here the band at 1059 cm-1 arises from the vanadyl
bond stretch. This is lower than obtained for the V2O5(001)
surface (1085-1102 cm-1 for the model from ref 21 and the
same computational setup as used here; 1079-1095 cm-1, ref
14) and within the range of vanadyl-terminated vanadia films
on alumina (1058, 1076 cm-1, ref 14). Thus, the position of
the vanadyl band cannot be used to discriminate between small
clusters and thin films of vanadia on alumina.

In this system the V-O(2) bonds are shorter than in L1, and
the vibrations caused by their stretching lie lower than for L1
(cf. 922 and 871 cm-1). The V-O(2) stretches are also coupled
to Al-O stretching more than in the case of the L1 system.
The V-O(2) stretching modes (cf. Table 8) are again not
distinguishable in the spectrum because the lines caused by
Al-O stretching are more intense. For example, the line at 871
cm-1 forms a broader peak together with a more intense line
(863 cm-1) caused by Al-O stretching.

Figure 8 shows the calculated harmonic spectra of the L1
and L2 systems as well as that of theR-Al2O3(0001) surface.
The broad intense peak between 700 and 800 cm-1 in all the
spectra corresponds to alumina vibrations. This peak is shifted
by the adsorbed cluster by∼30 cm-1 with respect to the clean
R-Al2O3 surface.

We have already shown in a previous study14 that V-O-
(Al) bonds with 3-fold coordinated oxygen atoms do not give
rise to bands higher than 805 cm-1 (cf. Figure 9). In this work,
the highest V-O-(Al) vibration at 922 cm-1 arises from the
presence of short V-O(2) bonds at the interface. In bulk AlVO4,
the shortest V-O(2)-(Al) bonds are also 1.67 Å long (ref 53),
but the corresponding stretching frequencies are in the 1025-
882 cm-1 range. In this system, however, the V-O(2)(-Al)

Figure 6. Optimized structures of the selected reduced clusters of Figure 4, which were created from the L1 and L2 clusters. The labeling of the
removed atom (Oi) corresponds to that in Figure 4. The color code is the same as in Figure 2. Bond lengths are in Å.

Figure 7. Spin density n(dup)-n(ddown) projected on d states of V atoms
in reduced L1-Oi and L2-Oi clusters (cf. Figure 6). The labeling of
the removed atom (Oi) corresponds to that in Figure 4. Solid line, V1;
dashed line, V2. For labeling of atoms see Figure 4.
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bonds belong to rings composed of alternating metal and oxygen
atoms leading to highly coupled vibrations. The present results
and those for AlVO4 support the previous assignment11 of the
observed band at 941 cm-1 for vanadia particles on alumina9

to V-O-Al interface modes. It is likely that 2-fold coordinate
oxygen atoms are present at the interface.

F. Thermodynamical Stability of Different Surfaces.
Supported vanadia aggregates are prepared by evaporation of
metallic vanadium in an oxygen ambient (see e.g. ref 9). We
have used statistical thermodynamics to take into account the
effects of temperature, oxygen pressure, and vanadium concen-
tration on the stability of differently terminated VnOm films with

varying thickness.15 In this work, we include results for all V2O5

and V2O4 (i.e., reduced) supported clusters and discuss the
stability of systems that would represent the formation of
dispersed dimeric vanadia units on the alumina support. The
procedure has been described in detail in ref 54, and we follow
closely the notation of ref 15.

We consider the equilibrium reaction

The corresponding reaction energy is

whereEVnOm/Al2O3 is the total energy of the slab with a given
composition and structure andEAl2O3(0001) is the total energy of
the cleanR-Al2O3 support, respectively.n andmare the number
of V and O atoms of the supported particle, respectively.EV

andEO2 are total energies of metallic bcc bulk vanadium and
the free oxygen molecule, respectively. We can express the
chemical potentials of V and O as

where aV is the vanadium activity andp the oxygen partial
pressure. Now the change in the surface free energy ac-
companying the reaction can be expressed as

The Gibbs free energies of the Al2O3(0001) surface and the
VnOm/Al 2O3 supported cluster components have been ap-
proximated by the calculated DFT total energies at zero
temperature (T) and at a given unit cell volumeV. This means

TABLE 7: Vibrational Frequencies (in cm-1) for the L1 System

no. fixed bottom trilayers

0 3 4 description

949-947 3 lines, back of the slab, parallel to surface
922 922 (2.2)c 922 V-O(2) short bonds in-phase str
919-905 5 lines, back of the slab, parallel to surface
882 882 (0.3) 882 V-O(2) short bonds out-of-phase str+ 1 V-O(2) long bond str
876 876 (0.2) 874 alumina surfacea

867 866 (1.4) 866 V-O(2) long bonds in-phase str+ 1 V-O(2) short bond str
845 844 (8.3) 843 alumina surfaceb

837 837 (2.8) 835 alumina surfaceb

834 834 (0.1) 832 V-O(2) long bonds out-of-phase str+ V-O(2) short bonds str
816 815 (0.1) 812 alumina surfaceb + 1 long V-O(2)(-Al) bond str
803 803 (0.2) 800 alumina surfaceb

a Al-O vibrations within the outermost Al-O3-Al-Al atomic layers.b Vibrations of all (nonfixed) Al-O bonds.c Relative IR intensities are
given in parentheses.

TABLE 8: Vibrational Frequencies (in cm-1) for the L2
System

wavenumber description

1059 (4.2) VdO(1) str
897 (2.1) alumina surfacea

871 (2.5) alumina surfaceb + V2-O(2)(-Al) str
863 (6.6) alumina surfaceb

857 (0.1) alumina surfaceb

837 (0.2) V2-O(2)(-Al) str
830 (0.4) alumina surfaceb

817 (8.4) V2-O(2)(-Al) str + V1-O(2)-V2 str alumina surfaceb

810 (0.0) V2-O(2)(-Al) str + alumina surfaceb

800 (2.6) alumina surfaceb + V1-O(2)(-Al) str
794 (8.7) alumina surfaceb + V2-O(2)(-Al) str
788 (100) Al2O3 supportb

773 (10.1) Al2O3 supportc + V2-O(2)(-Al) str

a Al-O vibrations within the outermost Al-O3-Al-Al atomic
layers.b Vibrations of all (nonfixed) Al-O bonds.

Figure 8. Harmonic vibrational frequencies of the L1 and L2 clusters
and theR-Al2O3(001) frequencies. The IR intensities are calculated from
the change in the component of the dipole moment perpendicular to
the surface. The lines were broadened by Gaussian functions. Inset:
spectra of L1 and L2 between 800 and 1100 cm-1.

Figure 9. Harmonic vibrational frequencies of alumina-supported thin
vanadia films,14 alumina-supported V2O5 clusters (L1, L2), and bulk
AlVO4 (ref 53).

nV + m
1
2
O2 + Al2O3(0001)h VnOm/Al 2O3 (3)

∆E ) EVnOm/Al2O3 - EAl2O3(0001)- nEV - m
2

EO2
(4)

µV(T,aV) ) EV
bulk + ∆µV(T,aV) (5)

1
2

µO2
(T,p) ) EO2

+ ∆µO2
(T,p) (6)

∆γ(T,p) ) 1
A

[∆E - n∆µV - m∆µO2
] (7)
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that contributions depending on vibrational states of the systems
and those resulting from thepV term are neglected.A is the
area of the surface unit cell.

Using eq 7, we predict which surface structure is the most
stable by searching for the model with the lowest surface free
energy∆γ for given∆µO and∆µV values. It is understood that
the V and O particle reservoirs are in equilibrium with (metallic)
bulk V and O2 in the (ideal) gas phase so that∆µO2 and∆µV at
a given temperature depend on O2 pressure and V activity.15

The latter is related to the concentration through the activity
coefficientγV.55 Figure 10 shows the result, together with those
for the supported films of ref 15.56

Under reducing conditions (UHV and 800 K) and when the
vanadium concentration is low, the calculations favor the
formation of V2O5 dispersed clusters without vanadyl oxygen
atoms. However, the cluster with a vanadyl oxygen is only
marginally less stable. (The energy difference of 0.12 eV implies
that at 800 K 18% of the clusters have the L2 structure.) As the
V concentration increases, supported vanadia films become more
stable. Initially, an ultrathin (j2 Å) film forms that is fully
covered with vanadyl oxygen atoms. For higher V concentra-
tions, thicker, bulklike V2O3 films are stable, for which different
film terminations are possible for different conditions (see ref
15).

An important difference between the vanadia clusters and the
extended films is the stability of the reduced systems. The phase
diagram indicates that vanadyl groups terminating the films are
thermally stable up to at least 1200 K in UHV.14 A recent
experimental study on thick V2O3(0001) films57 found a similar
thermal behavior of VdO groups.

In contrast, reduced clusters such as L1-O1 would become
stable at this temperature in UHV (at 1200 K a pressure of 10-12

atm corresponds to∆µO ≈ -2.8 eV). This correlates with the
more facile reduction (discussed in section 4.4) of the cluster
on the Al2O3(0001) surface compared to supported films (see
Table 6).

V. Comparison and Conclusions

The most stable supported V2O5 cluster on theR-Al2O3(0001)
surface is nearly an “extension” of the bulk corundum structure,
i.e., oxygen atoms follow the hexagonal stacking of the oxygen
layers, while both V atoms occupy octahedral interstitial sites.

It does not have any vanadyl oxygen atoms as those terminating
vanadia films; however, the system contains V-O(2)-Al sites
(that are not present at the film/support interface). It is the
existence of these sites (with their 1.67-1.68 Å V-O bonds)
which gives rise to V-O stretching frequencies up to 922 cm-1.
For the epitaxial films andR-Al2O3 there are no frequencies
higher than 805 cm-1 except for the vanadyl bond stretch. This
result provides further support for the assignment11 of the band
observed around 941 cm-1 for vanadia particles on alumina9 to
the V-O-Al interface mode. The nature of the vanadia-
support interface is different for small particles (i.e., clusters)
and epitaxial films, as differently coordinated sites are involved
(V-O(2)-Al compared to e.g. V-O(3)-Al2), and this yields to
differences in the “anchoring” support effect (that hinders the
vacancy formation).

We have determined the thermodynamic stability of V2O5

and V2O4 (i.e., reduced) supported species relative to differently
terminated vanadia films of varying thickness,15 depending on
the oxygen pressure and amount of evaporated vanadium at a
given temperature. At low V concentration, dispersed V2O5 units
may cover the surface occupying positions that resemble
“epitaxial growth”. Increasing the V loading can lead to
formation of films (or wider and thicker particles) for which
the presence of vanadyl terminating species is a predominant
feature as those observed in ref 9.

Removal of 2-fold coordinated oxygen atoms at the cluster/
alumina interface is facilitated by lattice relaxation that leads
to formation of an additional V-O-V bond and lowers the
energy by about 2.5 eV. As a result, pairs of VIV centers are
formed. This is similar to removal of surface vanadyl oxygen
atoms on the single-crystal V2O5(001) surface,21 where the
formation of additional V-O-V bonds between the crystal
layers lowers the energy by∼2.0 eV (cf. Table 6). As a result,
the defect formation energy (2.79 eV) for a V2O5 cluster on
R-Al2O3(0001) is about 0.9 eV larger than for the V2O5(001)
single-crystal surface (1.93 eV). However, it is∼1.3 eV lower
than for a vanadyl-terminated ultrathin film,15 for which no large
relaxation is possible and a VIII (d2) site is created.

In summary, if we accept that the catalytic activity of a
vanadia catalyst depends on its reducibility (the catalyst donates
an oxygen atom in oxygenation reactions or it uses an oxygen
atom in oxidative dehydrogenation reactions), we may take the
energy of oxygen defect formation as an indicator of catalytic
activity. We have previously shown that a thin film on an
R-Al2O3(0001) support is much less reactive than the (001)
surface of crystalline vanadia because there is no way of
stabilizing the defect by forming new bonds. Here we have
shown that small (V2O5) vanadia clusters onR-Al2O3(0001) are
still more difficult to reduce than the (001) V2O5 crystal surface,
but significantly easier than thin films. The reason is that a new
V-O-V bond is formed when the defect is created at the
V-O(2)-Al interface site.
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